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ABSTRACT  

   

Energy is one of the wheels on which the modern world runs. Therefore, standards 

and limits have been devised to maintain the stability and reliability of the power grid. This 

research shows a simple methodology for increasing the amount of Inverter-based 

Renewable Generation (IRG), which is also known as Inverter-based Resources (IBR), for 

that considers the voltage and frequency limits specified by the Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC) Transmission Planning (TPL) criteria, and the tie line 

power flow limits between the area-under-study and its neighbors under contingency 

conditions. A WECC power flow and dynamic file is analyzed and modified in this 

research to demonstrate the performance of the methodology. GE's Positive Sequence Load 

Flow (PSLF) software is used to conduct this research and Python was used to analyze the 

output data.  

The thesis explains in detail how the system with 11% of IRG operated before 

conducting any adjustments (addition of IRG) and what procedures were modified to make 

the system run correctly. The adjustments made to the dynamic models are also explained 

in depth to give a clearer picture of how each adjustment affects the system performance. 

A list of proposed IRG units along with their locations were provided by SRP, a power 

utility in Arizona, which were to be integrated into the power flow and dynamic files. In 

the process of finding the maximum IRG penetration threshold, three sensitivities were 

also considered, namely, momentary cessation due to low voltages, transmission vs. 

distribution connected solar generation, and stalling of induction motors. Finally, the thesis 

discusses how the system reacts to the aforementioned modifications, and how IRG 
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penetration threshold gets adjusted with regards to the different sensitivities applied to the 

system.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Electricity is the wheel on which the modern world runs, and without it many essential 

operations and procedures would definitely derail [1]. Since Benjamin Franklin discovered 

electricity, the world didn’t stop utilizing this energy and came up with as many ways of 

generating it as possible starting from the flying kite he had used to synchronous generators 

that run on fossil fuels. The demand for electricity increases as technology applications 

expand and population grows, which leads to overloading the power system and causing 

unforeseen issues. However, societies have always been concerned with the natural 

resources that generate this power and the control over their prices and supply. Moreover, 

the environmental damage caused by emissions produced by conventional generation 

methods forced many governments to take action to save the environment [2]. This resulted 

in restrictions on the amount of emissions that were allowed over specific periods of time 

[3]. The power industry has been affected by this movement towards “clean energy” in the 

2000s when utilities were asked to hit specific percentages of renewable energy generations 

in their areas; for example, California achieved 33% of renewable energy penetration by 

2018, 2 years ahead of its schedule [4]. However, renewable energy trend comes with a toll 

that utilities must pay for before getting them into their systems. The uncertainty that comes 

with renewable energy generation due to the different unexpected environmental scenarios 

could cause huge loss of power generation and instability in the system, so new techniques 

and technology have to be utilized to mitigate them [5], [6], [7]. These issues could conflict 

with the standards and criteria that are set by the enforcing authorities. Therefore, although 

renewable energy is a key that can enable many countries to get energy without relying 
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exclusively on conventional energy sources, many other parameters must be accounted for 

before turning this key. 

1.1 Reliability of the Power Grid  

Since the beginning of the 20th century, the expansion of electricity distribution in 

the U.S. has increased dramatically due to the adaptation of the population to the inventions 

that require electricity. However, the first large-scale blackout in 1965 pushed the electric 

utility industry to form an association that maintains and enforces standards and criteria for 

bulk power system operators in order to maintain its reliability and avoid huge economical 

and physical damages [8]. The association was called National Electric Reliability Council. 

Afterwards, another successor entity was formed in 2006 called North American Electric 

Reliability Corporation (NERC), which monitored North America power grid reliability 

and proposed suggestions for standards and criteria to be considered for the Western 

Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). NERC is a non-profit organization that plays a 

key role in devising policies that keep the grid in-line with the new technologies that are 

being added to it, altering the traditional load and generation patterns. NERC does so by 

updating and adding new guidelines, which enhances situational awareness of power 

system operators so that they, in turn, can provide the customers more efficient and reliable 

services.  Such entities are very important for a big industry like energy where regulations 

and standards might conflict with the capability of utilities and customers’ needs. Security 

of the power grid is also considered in NERC analysis programs to reduce the vulnerability 

of the system against cyber-attacks and/or any potential risks the power grid can face [9].  

Having said this, the reliability and security of the power grid is paramount for any 

power utility and any modification to the existing system, even if it is suggested by NERC 
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(or WECC for utilities in the West Coast of U.S.), must be tested and verified before it can 

be implemented in real life [10], [11]. Accordingly, these researches serve the important 

purpose of checking the performance of a power system with increase in Inverter-based 

Renewable Generation (IRG) penetration based on specifications requested by power 

utilities. 

1.2 Scope and Objectives 

 The main objective of this research is to examine the effectiveness of a 

methodology to find out the maximum IRG penetration threshold while considering the 

standards and criteria provided by both utilities and power grid entities responsible for 

reliability and compliance. With the recent push to the continuous increase of renewable 

generation the power grid in the U.S. as shown in Fig 1.1 below, a question arises regarding 

the capability for the grid to handle the challenges that come with this trend. Utilities are 

the deciding party for planning where and by how much they can either modify or add 

renewable generation. Moreover, system operators try their best to run the system as close 

to nominal operating conditions as possible. However, outages in power generation happen 

every now and then, and this scenario puts huge pressure on the grid, causing the cascading 

failure throughout the system, if the system is not resilient enough [12].  

With the increased IRG penetration into the grid, there are two challenges utilities 

companies face. First, the loss of synthetic inertia if synchronous generators were replaced 

with IRG units, which could jeopardize the frequency stability of the system [13]. 

Secondly, the uncertainties and concerns that come with the IRG increase in terms of 

unexpected weather conditions and the need to make up the losses by alternative ways, 

which are still being researched in the field of battery storage and governor response [14], 
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[15]. The power grid community has already done extensive research in simulating high 

renewable generation cases using various simulation programs. However, the effects that 

increase of IRG can have on tie-line power flow limits between neighboring areas and the 

area-under-study has not received significant attention. Lastly, three different sensitivities, 

namely, momentary cessation due to low voltages, transmission vs. distribution connected 

solar generation, and stalling of induction motors, were analyzed to determine the ability 

of the IRG penetration threshold to handle different system conditions. 

 

Figure 1.1: Energy sources distribution in the US through the years 2008-2018 in 

percentages and terawatt-hour (TWh) [16] 

 

 The methodology developed in this research depends on existing criteria based on 

which the case study is tested, and the results reflect how that case performs on the provided 

contingency cases. Although this methodology is not the only approach to compute the 

maximum IRG penetration threshold, it shows a realistic and practical way for finding it.  
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Proposed Methodology Steps:  

Phase 1 (Chapter 3): 

1. Obtain raw files and list of constraints 

2. Create the necessary scripts to check the performance of the original case based 

on the constraints 

3. Add the new proposed IRG units into the system and modify the raw files 

accordingly 

4. Check the performance of the high IRG case. Return to Step (3) if all constraints 

are passed 

Phase 2 (Chapter 4): 

1. Apply the three different sensitivities on the original and high IRG case 

2. Adjust the IRG penetration threshold in case the constraints are not satisfied  
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 CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Power grid stability has always been challenging to maintain, and there is no single 

way to ensure it. The change in load and operating conditions have a significant effect on 

the system as a whole, especially if the system is interconnected [17]. With small-scale 

power grid, renewable generation causes fluctuations in the system in terms of frequency, 

loads, and voltage levels which can be predicted prior to the implementation and can be 

simulated in a short period of time [18], [19]. However, with a large-scale power grid, the 

pressure and effect resulted from the renewable generation will make things more 

complicated and harder to be predicted precisely. Moreover, the introduction of high 

renewable generation penetration into the system arises new issues of stability such as 

islanding, power swings, and frequency instability that require in depth studies [20], [21], 

[22], [23]. Renewable energy leading states are now setting high expectations for the 

utilities to meet. In California, their plan for 2030 is to reach half of the energy in the state 

generated by renewable energy [24].  Since California is part of WECC, there has to be 

studies to follow before achieving the 50% mark by 2030. These studies should keep in 

mind the criteria and standards set by enforcing entities like WECC and their neighboring 

utilities. Research labs have developed plans and procedures for utilities to follow in order 

to obtain both efficient economical and reliable system with the extra renewable generation 

into the system. In 2017, National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) have come with 

a guidebook that shows a transmission planning process called Renewable Energy Zone 

(REZ) [25]. REZ focuses on providing the policy makers a tool to asses and plan their 

infrastructure investment and maximize its economic aspects while achieving its main 
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purpose of reduction of air-pollution. This plan is mainly directed to the people who are 

implementing the proposed increased renewable generation plans, but before 

accomplishing this step, studies have to be done to show the reliability and resiliency of 

the system [26]. There are many criteria that determine the reliability of the system. For 

instance, one way is to look at the historical data for a renewable generation model and see 

how it reacts to changes in environmental conditions [27]. Alternately, assessment of the 

reliability of the system can also be done considering transmission expansion planning 

(TEP).  TEP evaluates and decides for the cost and the new techniques applied into the 

system to handle the reduced system inertia and the increased uncertainties that come with 

the higher renewable generation penetration into the system [28].  

The power industry has also found many ways to simulate the power grid and see 

how it performs. Some of them involve programming-based tool that considers the 

regulatory uncertainties and the adaptive transmission planning criteria [29]. Linear 

programming was another approach to find the suitable economical transmission plans 

[30]. The linear programming approach includes a linear flow estimation and a new circuit 

selection for bulk power transmission network. The method showed its ability to guide the 

planning phase of network where the least and extreme cases where studied, but the method 

checked few characteristics in consideration without applying contingencies and outages 

into the system.  

Recently, many simulations programs were intensively used in the stability studies 

domain such as Siemens Power System Simulator for Engineer (PSSE), Dynamic Security 

Assessment (DSA) Tools “DSATools” and General Electric (GE) Positive Sequence Load 

Flow (PSLF). These simulations programs provide the user with a unique mathematical 
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model for any desired dynamical simulation [31], [32]. Siemens PSSE is a common tool 

used to analyze the response of the systems after a disturbance has been applied [33]. Also, 

PSSE is common simulator for the eastern states of the U.S., so using it for case studies in 

those areas would help the researchers to compare different studies using one approach for 

efficient comparison in the same format. PSSE has also been used outside U.S.; for 

example, by researchers’ studying the photovoltaic integration impacts in the Tunisian grid 

[34]. Their power grid case was significantly small compared to the power grid 

interconnections in the U.S., but the results were accurate enough for them to analyze and 

evaluate the performance and the stability of their grid in a dynamic setting.  

DSA Tools is another popular tool used by researchers in the power stability domain. 

It was one of the early simulation programs to help in analyzing the transient stability and 

small signal stability of the power grid. In [35], authors used DSATools to come up with 

an approach to utilize it’s real time data collection through DSA Manager, then this data is 

fed into the system and 3,000 contingency cases are run to find out the performance in 

terms of stability limits in order to provide preventive actions and/or control procedures. 

In [36], used DSA Tools was used to analyze the performance of Prony Algorithm in 

identifying the low frequency oscillations. The simulator showed the validity and the 

performance of the proposed approach efficiently.  

In the western states of the U.S., PSLF is more commonly used [37]. The contingency 

analysis done in [38] considered intermittent renewable resources continuously during a 

dynamic simulation. This was made possible through PSLF’s in-built coding language, 

EPCL. PSLF also provides the users with another program that can be used later after 

running the simulations to visualize the data generated separately or to compare with other 
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data. Voltage performance can also be monitored in PSLF in cases of simulating wind and 

solar generation units, as shown in [39]. Moreover, brake insertions were able to be 

simulated in PSLF in case with high photovoltaic generation, which shows the flexibility 

that PSLF offers to its researchers [40]. The various modeling options of PSLF and its 

ability to modify contingency cases gives it a higher rank compared to the other simulation 

programs, especially when it to comes to renewable energy simulations. PSLF allows 

creation of many user-defined models for almost all renewable energy cases in addition to 

the existing accessories, making it a very efficient tool for analyzing and monitoring 

dynamic simulations and drawing conclusions [41].  

 

 

Figure 2.1: An example of a structure of the models for a power plant in PSLF [42] 

 

 It is likely that IRG penetration will sky-rocket in the near future (as much as 330 

GW for WECC [43]). With these high expectations, utilities in the west coast of U.S. are 

expected to conduct more research and studies to achieve the goal of WECC without 
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causing major failures or blackouts. In [44], NREL has provided utilities with plans to 

follow so that they do not fall behind in the race for high renewable penetration. All in all, 

there are many ways and tools used to analyze the reliability of the power grid using the 

standards and concerns given by utilities and enforcing entities. However, renewable 

generation integration involves doing different types of analysis in order to alleviate the 

associated concerns as will be described in this research. 
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 CHAPTER 3 

IDENTIFICATION OF INVERTER-BASED RENEWABLE GENERATION 

(IRG) THRESHOLD (PHASE 1) 

 

With the current rapid increasing trend of renewable generation in the U.S., many 

analytical aspects have to be considered to create a suitable system that can handle the 

associated challenges and uncertainties. In this chapter, the WECC-24,000 bus system 

provided by the utility company, SRP will be analyzed to test its ability to satisfy different 

constraints. Moreover, new locations and capacities of renewable generation units, solar 

PV, and battery storage, provided by SRP will be used for finding the suitable IRG 

penetration threshold. Lastly, the standards and criteria requested by WECC and SRP will 

explained. 

Chapter 3 (Phase 1) intends to obtain the maximum IRG penetration threshold for 

the case study by following the procedure mentioned below: 

1. Obtain the power flow file “.sav”, dynamic file “.dyd” and contingency list from the 

utility and adapt it into PSLF environment 

2. Create an EPCL script “.p” and switch file “. swt” to run the contingency list provided 

by the utility 

3. Identify the limits and constraints set by the regional entity responsible for power 

compliance and enforcement, and the tie line limits with the neighboring areas 

4. Create an EPCL script “.p” to process the output channel files to check the performance 

and detect any violations of the standards (post-simulation) 

5. Create a Python script “.py” to check if the power flow in the tie lines between areas 

are exceeding the limits (post-simulation) 
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6. Run the EPCL script through PSLF with the associated contingency list and the post-

simulation scripts to check for any violations 

7. Identify the generation units that can be removed from the system and replace them 

with equivalent IRG units; note that the IRG units may be located at a different bus 

than the bus from which the conventional unit has been removed 

8. Run the EPCL script through PSLF with the associated contingency lists and post-

simulation scripts to check for any violations 

9. Compare the high IRG case performance with the original case performance. Return to 

Step 7 if the system exceeds the tie line limits and/or WECC TPL constraints compared 

to the original case 

 

3.1 Step 1: Obtain the power flow file “.sav”, dynamic file “.dyd” and 

contingency list from the utility and adapt it into PSLF environment. 

 

 

A power flow “.sav” and a dynamic file “.dyd” case for the WECC was provided 

by SRP to apply the proposed methodology and find the maximum IRG penetration 

threshold that it can handle. The system had approximately 24,000 buses. SRP requested 

to apply the methodology on an area that has 2,750 bus in it with 300 generation units. The 

area-under-study had a total of 24,750 MW of generation. The power flow file sent by SRP 

was in a different format; so, this file was directly converted to a “.sav” file and imported 

into PSLF. After that the dynamic file “.dyd” was run to check if it ran smoothly and 

matched all the models that existed in the power flow case “.sav”.  
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When the case was initialized for the first time, the process failed, generating an 

error which stated that there is a mismatch between the dynamic file “.dyd” and the power 

flow “.sav”. The error stated that there was no model for 3 DC (EPCDC) systems. 

Therefore, identical EPCDC models were written and added for the 3 DC systems. When 

the case was initialized once more, this error disappeared, but another one surfaced. This 

one was with regards to the step width of the simulation which was too large for the system 

to converge. Accordingly, the step width was reduced from 0.004167 seconds to 0.001 

seconds to ensure the system converged. After that, another error cropped up, which 

indicated that the number of space channels were not enough to record all the data. This 

error was addressed by disabling the record level for load models since it was not necessary 

for this research. The resulting system after making the aforementioned changes was found 

to successfully initialize. 

The contingency list provided by SRP was in the form of a switch file that ran a 

simulation for 20 seconds with different type of faults in it. The switch files had two types 

of contingencies, 8 of the contingencies involve tripping generators (Fig. 3.1), and 48 

contingencies involving line faults (Fig. 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1: Switch file provided by SRP for a contingency involve generator 

 

This switch file translates as follows: 

• The duration of simulation is 20 seconds 

• Interpreted the switch file commands as follows: 

o TG: Trip Generator 

o MBL: Modify Bus Load 

o FB: Faulted Bus 

o CFB: Clear Faulted Bus 
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Figure 3.2: Switch file “.swt” provided by SRP for a contingency involve line 

faults 

 

This switch file translates as follows: 

• The duration of simulation is 20 seconds 

• Interpreted the switch file commands as follows: 

o FL: Faulted Line 

o FB: Faulted Bus 

o CFB: Clear Faulted Bus 

o DL: Open Line  

These switch files were called from the EPCL script “.p” to run them in the simulation. 
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3.2 Step 2: Create an EPCL script “.p” and switch file “. swt” to run the 

contingency list provided by the utility 

 

In this step, an EPCL script was created to call the power flow case “.sav” that has 

the information about generation units and bus locations with their initial parameters and 

the dynamic file “.dyd” that has the models that control how each element performs. The 

EPCL script will be anonymous due to copyright. 

 

3.3 Step 3: Identify the limits and constraints set by the regional entity responsible 

of power compliance and enforcement, and the tie line limits with the 

neighboring areas 

 

There are three criteria that have to be maintained and considered in this case study. 

The most recent WECC TPL criteria on voltage and frequency, tie line limits with the 

neighboring areas, and the mapping of three sensitivities (which will be considered later in 

Chapter 4 (Phase 2)). These limits verify the ability of the case to handle different 

scenarios. The details of how each criterion is applied on the generated data is shown 

below.  

3.3.1 WECC Transmission Planning (TPL) Criteria 

 

For a reliable and resilient system, WECC asks utilities to check their systems 

periodically in simulation programs to different criteria. These criteria are also followed 

before testing any likely scenarios. These criteria focus on voltage and frequency recovery 

during contingency cases [45], [46]. 
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WECC transmission planning criteria are summarized as follow: 

A. 59.6 Hz frequency deviation criteria: The frequency at any bus cannot remain below 

59.6 Hz for more than 6 cycles, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

B. WECC voltage recovery criteria: After the fault has been cleared, the voltage at any 

bus must recover to 80% of its initial voltage within 20 seconds, as shown in Fig. 3.4. 

C. WECC 70% voltage dip criteria: The time duration of the voltage dip below 70% of 

the initial voltage must not be for more than 30 cycles. 

D. WECC 80% voltage dip criteria: The time duration of the voltage dip below 80% of 

the initial voltage must not be for more than 2 seconds. Fig. 3.5 depicts the 70% voltage 

dip criteria and the 80% voltage dip criteria, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.3: WECC 59.6 Hz frequency deviation criteria [45] 
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Figure 3.4: WECC voltage recovery criteria [46] 

 

Figure 3.5: WECC 70% and 80% voltage dip criteria [46] 
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 These WECC TPL criteria are always checked before deciding the IRG penetration 

threshold. Moreover, the stability of the system is also verified to ensure that the system 

does not collapse post-contingency.  

3.3.2 Tie line power flow limits  

 

 

Another constraint that has to be considered is the tie line limits. When the 

distribution of generation in an area changes, the export and import of power could change 

with the neighboring areas [47]. Also, neighboring areas usually have agreement on how 

much power can be exported or imported through the tie lines. Redispatching the power 

among the generators is another method that can be applied to optimize the IRG penetration 

threshold while keeping the tie line power flow under control and not jeopardizing the 

health of the power grid [48]. 

SRP requested to check the tie line limits through PSLF in the original power flow 

file “.sav” by accessing a specific function called “TieLineArea”. This function can be 

accessed by entering “Tabr” in the power flow case. In that table there were 2 tie line limits, 

one was for the normal condition (Rating MVA1) and the other one is for the 

contingency/emergency condition (Rating MVA2). There were 119 tie lines found in the 

area where the case study was conducted. The identified tie lime limits are shown below 

in Table 3.1. Since the emergency rating for these 119 tie lines were used extensively in 

this thesis, they have been highlighted in red in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: The tie line limits identified in the original power flow file “.sav”.  
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24002 BUS 1 34042 Nghbr 160 446.74 6.63 42 34 1905 2572 

24003 Bus 2 34041 Nghbr 159 340.4 -143.59 42 36 1947 2572 

24004 BUS 3 34040 Nghbr 158 673.54 -13.76 42 34 3291 4503 

24005 BUS 4 34039 Nghbr 157 98 -8.37 42 32 866 952 

24006 BUS 5 34038 Nghbr 156 -13.52 -119.19 42 20 1195 1195 

24007 BUS 6 34037 Nghbr 155 568.73 -35.99 42 20 1004 1195 

24008 BUS 7 34036 Nghbr 154 -308.47 120.43 42 75 1026 1300 

24009 BUS 8 34035 Nghbr 153 2.47 -120.11 42 29 1200 1200 

24010 BUS 9 34034 Nghbr 152 -87.95 0.92 42 29 751 853 

24011 BUS 10 34033 Nghbr 151 -97.85 23.83 42 29 407 407 

24012 BUS 11 34032 Nghbr 150 -96.39 12.49 42 29 407 407 

24013 BUS 12 34031 Nghbr 149 58.88 31.4 42 29 406 406 
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24014 BUS 13 34030 Nghbr 148 102.66 -15.28 42 20 402 402 

24015 BUS 14 34029 Nghbr 147 21.61 -5.8 42 29 637 637 

24016 BUS 15 34028 Nghbr 146 -50.41 -6.22 42 29 334.6 368 

24017 BUS 16 34027 Nghbr 145 -4.71 8.93 42 29 286 286 

24018 BUS 17 34026 Nghbr 144 -153.37 31.31 42 29 797 797 

24019 BUS 18 34025 Nghbr 143 163 27.78 42 29 713 978 

24020 BUS 19 34024 Nghbr 142 -13.73 -0.54 42 29 733 806.3 

24021 BUS 20 34023 Nghbr 141 -154.58 -19.91 42 29 335 369 

24022 BUS 21 34022 Nghbr 140 -27.89 -11.82 42 29 366.5 403.2 

24023 BUS 22 34021 Nghbr 139 -59.53 -14.52 42 29 320 320 

24024 BUS 23 34020 Nghbr 138 299.49 -126.36 42 29 548 548 

24025 BUS 24 34019 Nghbr 137 -250.99 37.25 42 11 270.9 361.3 

24026 BUS 25 34018 Nghbr 136 243.42 -8.91 42 29 800 800 

24027 BUS 26 34017 Nghbr 135 -27.98 7.21 42 29 167 167 
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24028 BUS 27 34016 Nghbr 134 -13.75 -2.32 42 29 111.5 111.5 

24029 BUS 28 34015 Nghbr 133 -45.47 4.67 42 29 90 90 

24030 BUS 29 34014 Nghbr 132 47.22 9.15 42 29 120 120 

24031 BUS 30 34013 Nghbr 131 28.19 0.37 42 29 153 153 

24032 BUS 31 34012 Nghbr 130 28.93 15.18 42 29 120 120 

24033 BUS 32 34011 Nghbr 129 -39.04 -7.41 42 29 172 172 

24034 BUS 33 34010 Nghbr 128 0 0 42 29 10000 10000 

24035 BUS 34 34009 Nghbr 127 -97.38 -19.33 42 32 239 258.1 

24036 BUS 35 34008 Nghbr 126 80.5 14.14 42 29 115 115 

24037 BUS 36 34007 Nghbr 125 80.5 14.14 42 29 115 115 

24038 BUS 37 34006 Nghbr 124 80.5 14.14 42 29 115 115 

24039 BUS 38 34005 Nghbr 123 -95.68 -19.19 42 32 239 258.1 

24040 BUS 39 34004 Nghbr 122 83.68 13.76 42 29 115 115 

24041 BUS 40 34003 Nghbr 121 83.68 13.76 42 29 115 115 

24042 BUS 41 34002 Nghbr 120 -184.05 -11.91 42 32 600 896 
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24043 BUS 42 34001 Nghbr 119 853.7 37.4 42 34 2338 2338 

24044 BUS 43 34000 Nghbr 118 393.23 12.63 42 29 1905 2572 

24045 BUS 44 33999 Nghbr 117 -512.49 -59.92 42 11 1725 2300 

24046 BUS 45 33998 Nghbr 116 764.72 168.71 42 32 2579 2598 

24047 BUS 46 33997 Nghbr 115 819.8 76.08 42 32 2579 2598 

24048 BUS 47 33996 Nghbr 114 -309.07 -15.79 42 29 1033 1033 

24049 BUS 48 33995 Nghbr 113 -309.23 -26.08 42 29 1033 1033 

24050 BUS 49 33994 Nghbr 112 -258.76 6 42 29 796.7 796.7 

24051 BUS 50 33993 Nghbr 111 -258.76 6 42 29 796.7 796.7 

24052 BUS 51 33992 Nghbr 110 -214.7 -46.49 42 29 756 756 

24053 BUS 52 33991 Nghbr 109 321.38 -18.6 42 29 813 813 

24054 BUS 53 33990 Nghbr 108 148.39 54.5 42 11 160 160 

24055 BUS 54 33989 Nghbr 107 150.2 30.49 42 11 160 160 

24056 BUS 55 33988 Nghbr 106 150.23 -23.39 42 11 161 161 

24057 BUS 56 33987 Nghbr 105 65.13 6.81 42 11 70 70 
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24058 BUS 57 33986 Nghbr 104 -0.99 9.89 42 89 70 70 

24059 BUS 58 33985 Nghbr 103 109.5 15.59 42 29 120 120 

24060 BUS 59 33984 Nghbr 102 -61.58 -44.67 42 21 717 717.1 

24061 BUS 60 33983 Nghbr 101 -5 22.69 42 20 925 1110 

24062 BUS 61 33982 Nghbr 100 -5 22.69 42 20 845 1014 

24063 BUS 62 33981 Nghbr 99 64.31 -15.69 42 20 218 218 

24064 BUS 63 33980 Nghbr 98 73.96 -16.63 42 20 300 300 

24065 BUS 64 33979 Nghbr 97 175.98 21.09 42 21 939 1313 

24066 BUS 65 33978 Nghbr 96 -51.47 -15.77 42 29 80 89.6 

24067 BUS 66 33977 Nghbr 95 -46.52 -13.9 42 29 80 89.6 

24068 BUS 67 33976 Nghbr 94 -36.59 -13.23 42 29 80 89.6 

24069 BUS 68 33975 Nghbr 93 -44.23 -18.65 42 29 75 84 

24070 BUS 69 33974 Nghbr 92 -48.39 -23.63 42 29 75 84 

24071 BUS 70 33973 Nghbr 91 -30.77 -11.94 42 29 40 44.8 

24072 BUS 71 33972 Nghbr 90 -29.38 -11.4 42 29 40 44.8 

24073 BUS 72 33971 Nghbr 89 -36.59 -13.23 42 29 80 89.6 
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24074 BUS 73 33970 Nghbr 88 0 0.1 42 29 200 224 

24075 BUS 74 33969 Nghbr 87 -0.04 -0.23 42 29 80 89 

24076 BUS 75 33968 Nghbr 86 -0.04 -0.23 42 29 80 89 

24077 BUS 76 33967 Nghbr 85 -1.01 -0.24 42 29 100 110 

24078 BUS 77 33966 Nghbr 84 -9.3 -2.98 42 29 450 495 

24079 BUS 78 33965 Nghbr 83 1.39 -0.45 42 20 20 20 

24080 BUS 79 33964 Nghbr 82 77.38 -3.69 42 29 171.1 217.3 

24081 BUS 80 33963 Nghbr 81 -65.54 1.45 42 29 143 159 

24082 BUS 81 33962 Nghbr 80 -16.5 0.86 42 29 235 306 

24083 BUS 82 33961 Nghbr 79 -139.08 -33.99 42 29 471 478 

24084 BUS 83 33960 Nghbr 78 -14.01 -1.49 42 29 112 140 

24085 BUS 84 33959 Nghbr 77 -13.09 -4.01 42 29 100 112 

24086 BUS 85 33958 Nghbr 76 -43.3 0 42 29 334 350 

24087 BUS 86 33957 Nghbr 75 -10.7 -0.01 42 29 120 132 

24088 BUS 87 33956 Nghbr 74 -13.51 -0.01 42 29 120 132 
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24089 BUS 88 33955 Nghbr 73 -10.19 -0.01 42 29 120 140 

24090 BUS 89 33954 Nghbr 72 -3.3 0 42 29 120 132 

24091 BUS 90 33953 Nghbr 71 -3.1 0 42 29 120 132 

24092 BUS 91 33952 Nghbr 70 -6.5 0 42 29 120 132 

24093 BUS 92 33951 Nghbr 69 -2.4 0.01 42 29 120 132 

24094 BUS 93 33950 Nghbr 68 -3.3 0 42 29 120 132 

24095 BUS 94 33949 Nghbr 67 -2.8 0 42 29 120 140 

24096 BUS 95 33948 Nghbr 66 -48 0 42 29 150 150 

24097 BUS 96 33947 Nghbr 65 -48 0 42 29 150 150 

24098 BUS 97 33946 Nghbr 64 -48 0 42 29 150 150 

24099 BUS 98 33945 Nghbr 63 14 5.89 42 29 70 70 

24100 BUS 99 33944 Nghbr 62 14 5.89 42 29 70 70 

24101 BUS 100 33943 Nghbr 61 -32.2 -6.53 42 29 100 110 

24102 BUS 101 33942 Nghbr 60 3.26 2.48 42 29 119 147 

24103 BUS 102 33941 Nghbr 59 -24.81 -5.02 42 29 120 120 

24104 BUS 103 33940 Nghbr 58 -13.64 -2.83 42 29 50 62.5 
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24105 BUS 104 33939 Nghbr 57 -11.47 -0.32 42 29 135 150 

24106 BUS 105 33938 Nghbr 56 0 0 42 29 37 37 

24107 BUS 106 33937 Nghbr 55 -4.63 -0.21 42 29 191 191 

24108 BUS 107 33936 Nghbr 54 1.8 0.59 42 29 100 100 

24109 BUS 108 33935 Nghbr 53 51.27 -3.8 42 29 197 197 

24110 BUS 109 33934 Nghbr 52 7.49 7.9 42 31 73 73 

24111 BUS 110 33933 Nghbr 51 6.71 -14.93 42 31 75 82.5 

24112 BUS 111 33932 Nghbr 50 -41.78 -35.54 42 31 98 98 

24113 BUS 112 33931 Nghbr 49 -87.13 -48.92 42 29 191 191 

24114 BUS 113 33930 Nghbr 48 14.98 -4.73 42 29 191.5 191.5 

24115 BUS 114 33929 Nghbr 47 5.9 4.37 42 29 20 22 

24116 BUS 115 33928 Nghbr 46 -6.81 -1.39 42 29 20 20 

24117 BUS 116 33927 Nghbr 45 0 0 42 29 7.5 7.5 

24118 BUS 117 33926 Nghbr 44 0 0 42 29 7.5 7.5 
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24119 BUS 118 33925 Nghbr 43 250.52 33.86 42 32 1028 1028 

24120 BUS 119 33924 Nghbr 42 28.83 -14.48 42 29 135.1 143.8 

 

After identifying the tie line limits, the power flow through these lines needed to be 

monitored. A model called “imetr” in the dynamic file “.dyd” that records branch current 

was used to record the real power, reactive power, current, branch loading and branch 

current. This model was added to all the identified tie lines connecting the area-under-study 

with its neighboring areas. Transformers which were on the border between the areas were 

included in the analysis too. The EPCL scripts “.p” through PSLF PLOT that extracted the 

real and reactive powers can be found in Appendices A & B. 

 

Figure 3.6: “imetr” model block diagram 
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3.4 Step 4: Create an EPCL script “.p” to process the output channel files to check 

the performance and detect any violations of the standards (post-simulation) 

 

In this step, the output of simulation has to analyzed and checked to see if it fits the 

criteria and if it is reliable to continue the case study on it. Another accompanying program 

with PSLF called PLOT21 was used to access the generated data files for the models in 

order to visualize them as graphs. This program can also be used to analyze the graphs and 

draw inferences. An EPCL code was created to check the WECC TPL criteria to match the 

output of the simulations. This script is anonymous due to copyright. 

 

3.5 Step 5: Create a Python script “.py” to check if the power flow in the tie lines 

between areas are exceeding the limits (post-simulation) 

 
After obtaining tie line power flow information in Step 3, there has to be a script to 

check if the system exceeds these power flows. A Python script was created to utilize the 

tie line power flow limits in the contingency case (MVA2) in Table 3. 1. The Python script 

can be seen in Appendix C. Tie line power flow was not mentioned in the WECC TPL 

criteria but noted by SRP as one aspect they look at when conducting expansion planning. 
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3.6 Step 6: Run the EPCL script through PSLF with the associated contingency 

list and the post-simulation scripts to check for any violations 

 

After readying all the scripts for analyzing the output data from simulations, the 

original case can be tested and simulated starting from Step 6. It was noted that the IRG 

penetration in the original system was 11%, and natural gas was responsible for most of 

the power generation as shown in Fig. 3.7. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Power generation distribution in the original case 

 

All the 56 contingency cases were run smoothly using the EPCL script “.p” and 

with the associated switch files for each contingency “.swt” case. However, 4 contingency 
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cases violated WECC TPL criteria. Table 3.2 below shows the performance of the cases, 

with the cells highlighted in red representing the cases with violations. 

 

Table 3.2: Original case performance considering the WECC TPL criteria and tie line 

limits 

Contingency Cases MVA Exceeded Voltage Violations Frequency Violations 

Generator Contingency Case 1 17.23 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 2 21.24 0 1 

Generator Contingency Case 3 0 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 4 2.33 0 4 

Generator Contingency Case 5 30.78 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 6 0 0 1 

Generator Contingency Case 7 3.08 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 8 8.7 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 1 3.7 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 2 5.95 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 3 24 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 4 15.23 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 5 55.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 6 52.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 7 16 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 8 35.2 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 9 35.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 10 35.3 0 0 
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Contingency Cases MVA Exceeded Voltage Violations Frequency Violations 

Line Fault Contingency 11 35.5 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 12 15.31 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 13 20.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 14 54.7 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 15 17.9 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 16 21.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 17 23.4 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 18 56.7 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 19 11.7 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 20 21.5 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 21 30.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 22 23.4 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 23 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 24 51.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 25 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 26 31.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 27 47.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 28 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 29 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 30 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 31 4.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 32 0 0 0 
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Contingency Cases MVA Exceeded Voltage Violations Frequency Violations 

Line Fault Contingency 33 51.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 34 40.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 35 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 36 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 37 32.2 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 38 31.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 39 40.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 40 40.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 41 32 0 1 

Line Fault Contingency 42 34.5 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 43 55.13 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 44 17.2 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 45 8.2 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 46 8.4 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 47 5.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 48 47.3 0 0 

 

The frequency violations occurred in Line Fault Contingency 41 is caused because 

of a radial line in the system that has slower frequency recovery and was a reasonable 

reaction. The WECC TPL criteria that was violated in that case was the 59.6 Hz frequency 

deviation criteria, where the frequency at that bus remained below 59.6 Hz for more than 

6 cycles but recovered after that as shown in Figure 3.8 below. 
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Figure 3.8:  Line fault contingency 41 where frequency remained less than 59.6 for more 

than 6 cycles (0.1 seconds) 

 

In order to verify that the bus is located at a radial line, scan function in PSLF was 

used to access the circuit schematic of the bus with violation. Fig. 3.9 shows the radial 

connection.  
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Figure 3.9:  Violating bus at a radial line  

 

The other violations in the original case occurred at 3 generator contingencies. The 

switch file for Generator Contingency Case 4   had to be reviewed to check the scenarios 

in it. The switch file for the Generator Contingency 4 included the following actions 

explained below: 
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Actions in switch file (.swt): 

• At 0+ Second 

1. Trip Generator GEN 87S (148 MW) 

2. Modify Bus Load GEN 87A  

• At 1 second 

1. Fault Bus GENGT 

• At 1.1 Second 

1. Clear Faulted Bus GENGT  

2. Trip Generator GEN 87S (106 MW) 

3. Modify Bus Load GEN 87S 

Violations: 

The frequency at the following buses remained below 59.6 Hz for more than 6 cycles (0.1 

seconds):  

1. BUS11 17349 

2. BUS12 17347 

3. BUS13 17355 

4. BUS14 17345 

Fig. 3.10 shows the frequency behavior of these four buses. 
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Figure 3.10: The frequency violations in Generator Contingency Case 4 

 

Furthermore, some contingency cases had the tie line limits exceed within 

reasonable amounts. Therefore, the goal for the next step when the IRG penetration was 

modified was to not exceed the amount of MVA that was exceeded in the original case. 

The results were shown to SRP engineers, and they agreed with this rationale. Finally, note 

that the methodology does not seek to enhance the original case in terms of the amount of 

violations or tie line power flow, but to analyze the original case in order to compare it 
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with the next step where IRG penetration is increased and ensure that the system is not 

worse. 

3.7 Step 7: Identify the generation units that can be removed from the system and 

replaced with IRG units 

 

The current trend of going towards “clean energy” is to not only add more 

renewable energy in the power grid, but also to shut down the most polluted source of 

energy in the system and replace them with the newly proposed renewable generation units. 

Therefore, identifying the synchronous generators in the system is essential before adding 

any IRG units into the system. Coal-fired and gas-turbine unites were identified in the 

system for this purpose, which had a total capacity of 7,384 MW.  

After adding the newly proposed IRG units in the (gens) table in the edit function 

of PSLF, the bus type where the IRG was added was changed from PQ (load bus) to PV 

(generator bus). The bus type can be changed in the (bus) table in PSLF. After doing so, 

the system was re-solved to check for converge with a mismatch which equals or is less 

than 0.1 MW and 0.9 MVAR for real power and reactive power, respectively. For the 

dynamic file “.dyd”, the removed conventional units’ models in the dynamic file were 

removed as well. For the newly added IRG units, (regc_a) model shown in Fig. 3.11 was 

used to simulate a renewable generator, while a (reec_a) controller model shown in Fig 

3.12 and (reec_b) controller model shown in Fig 3.13 were used for solar PV and battery 

storage, respectively. 
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Figure 3.11: (regc_a) model block diagram 
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Figure 3.12: (reec_a) block diagram 
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Figure 3.13: (reec_b) block diagram 

 

The coal-fired and gas turbine units were shut down and IRG units were added in 

place but in different locations in the system as requested by SRP for this case study. On 

doing so, the IRG penetration increased from 11% to 41% as shown in Fig. 3.14 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.14: IRG penetration increase after exhausting all coal-fired and gas-turbine units 

in the case study 
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3.8 Step 8: Run the EPCL script through PSLF with the associated contingency 

lists and post-simulation scripts to check for any violations 

 

After completing Step 7, the system had a very high IRG penetration. Therefore, 

the case was run through the WECC TPL EPCL script “.p” and the tie line power flow 

limits analyzer Python code “.p”.  Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.15 show the performance of the 

41% IRG case. 

Table 3.3: High IRG penetration case (41%) performance considering the WECC TPL 

criteria and tie line limits 

Contingency Cases 

Total MVA 

Exceeded 

Voltage 

Violations 

Frequency 

Violations 

Generator Contingency Case 1 0 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 2 50.23 0 1 

Generator Contingency Case 3 38.13 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 4 22.78 0 4 

Generator Contingency Case 5 42.75 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 6 0 0 1 

Generator Contingency Case 7 13.46 0 0 

Generator Contingency Case 8 22.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 1 26.21 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 2 28.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 3 37.51 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 4 26.56 0 0 
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Contingency Cases 

Total MVA 

Exceeded 

Voltage 

Violations 

Frequency 

Violations 

Line Fault Contingency 5 65.5 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 6 62.05 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 7 32.34 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 8 54.16 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 9 53.96 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 10 54.11 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 11 54.11 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 12 37.56 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 13 34.71 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 14 57.25 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 15 34.3 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 16 33.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 17 36.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 18 61.76 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 19 20.97 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 20 33.34 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 21 36.9 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 22 36.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 23 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 24 58.9 0 0 
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Contingency Cases 

Total MVA 

Exceeded 

Voltage 

Violations 

Frequency 

Violations 

Line Fault Contingency 25 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 26 59.4 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 27 58.9 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 28 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 29 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 30 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 31 49.48 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 32 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 33 58.97 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 34 59.01 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 35 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 36 0 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 37 45.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 38 45.42 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 39 55.45 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 40 55.45 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 41 42.1 0 1 

Line Fault Contingency 42 56.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 43 65.6 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 44 33.5 0 0 
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Contingency Cases 

Total MVA 

Exceeded 

Voltage 

Violations 

Frequency 

Violations 

Line Fault Contingency 45 29.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 46 18.8 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 47 28.4 0 0 

Line Fault Contingency 48 67.8 0 0 

 

 It is noticeable that there are no extra violations of WECC TPL criteria (the cells 

highlighted in red are the same for both Tables 3.2 and 3.3). However, there is a significant 

increase of MVA flow over the original case in the tie lines. Fig. 3.15 shows how the 41% 

IRG Case compared to the original case (that had 11% IRG). 

 

 

Figure 3.15: The graph charts show how the high IRG case (41%) compared to the 

original case (11%) has violated tie line limits more significantly 
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From Fig. 3.15 it becomes clear that the tie line limits are exceeded to a much higher 

extent than the original case. Thus, the high IRG case (41%) had to be reduced and adjusted 

accordingly and to do so the Power flow “.sav” and dynamic file “.dyd” were re-modified 

to create a newer case by following Step 7.  

Iterations were performed between Steps 7 and 8 until a reasonable amount of MVA 

exceeded compared to the original was reached. The IRG penetration dropped significantly 

to 28%. Fig. 3.16 shows how the 28% IRG case performs in comparison to the original 

case (which had 11% IRG). 

 

 

Figure 3.16: The graph charts show how the reduced IRG case (28%) compared to the 

original case (11%) has a similar pattern of MVA exceeding the tie line limits 

 

From Fig. 3.16, it is clear that the IRG penetration of 28% has reasonable performance in 

comparison to the original case, which qualifies the study to go to Phase 2 where the 

system’s ability to handle different sensitivity scenarios was investigated. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

PENETRATION THRESHOLD OF IRG WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT 

SENSITIVITIES 

 

The IRG penetration threshold must be analyzed for its reliability and stability with 

different cases that utilities can consider based on NERC studies and WECC expected 

future criteria. Momentary cessation due to low voltages, modeling the transmission 

connected solar-based generation compared to the distribution connected solar-based 

generation, and stalling of induction motors are three sensitivities mentioned in NERC 

studies that appear to have significant effect on power system operation. The effects of 

these three sensitivities on the IRG penetration threshold computed for the given test 

system in the previous chapter are analyzed below. 

 

4.1      Momentary Cessation 

 

 

Momentary cessation is one of the criteria that NERC is researching and has 

proposed to WECC to consider in their criteria of stability. This need arose due to a 

disturbance event of a wildfire in California on Aug 16, 2016, where the fire caused 

interruption of solar PV generation in the transmission corridor [49]. After investigating 

that event, NERC recommended utilities to model momentary cessation of inverters in the 

planning phase to understand how the system behaves if such a scenario manifests again 

in the future [49]. As such, momentary cessation is an important criterion that must be 

considered when planning for IRG penetration in the grid. 
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The modeling of momentary cessation was done by relaxing the “zerox”, which is a 

parameter in the renewable generator models (regc_a). This parameter enables the 

momentary cessation mode once the voltage goes below it. As such, momentary cessation 

will occur as many times as the voltages of the IRG go below the threshold specified for 

them.  

 

Figure 4.1: A graph that shows the logic of “lvlp” parameter in (regc_a) model 

 

Functionality of the “lvpl1” parameter in (regc_a) model as shown in Fig. 4.1 above is as 

follows: 

o If voltage is greater than the “brkpt”, no limit is applied to real power command 

o If voltage is between “brkpt” and “zerox”, “Lvpl1” is used to calculate the limit for the 

real power command 
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o If voltage is less than or equal to “zerox”, real power command is zero (“momentary 

cessation” mode) 

o The ramp rate during voltage recovery is determined by the “rrpwr” value. When 

“rrpwr” is set to 1 it implies 100% voltage recovery in 1 second 

 

Fig. 4.2 shows the parameters values matched with the “lvpl1” parameter logic graph, 

while Fig. 4.3 shows how the system operates when it has a high value of “zerox”. It can 

be seen from Fig. 4.3 that power generation drops to zero once the voltage goes below the 

“zerox” parameter.  

 

Figure 4.2: A graph shows (regc_a) model parameters with high momentary cessation 

sensitivity 
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Figure 4.3: The performance of power generation the unit shown in Fig 4.2 above, notice 

the power generation drops to 0 when the voltage goes below 0.85 

  

The parameter “zerox” was relaxed to 0.4 p.u. as SRP requested for all the newly 

add IRG units in the case study. After these adjustments were made in the dynamic file 

“.dyd”, the 56 contingency list were simulated and the results compared to the original 

case, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4:  Comparison for the performance of the original case and the 28% IRG case 

with relaxed “zerox” for modeling momentary cessation 

 

From Fig. 4.4, it is clear that enabling momentary cessation has not deteriorated the 

system performance in any way. Therefore, momentary cessation was found to be a non-

binding constraint for the conducted case study and the IRG penetration threshold was kept 

at 28%. 

 

4.2      Transmission connected solar-based generation VS. Distribution connected  

           Solar-based generation 

 

 

Another sensitivity study that is valuable for utilities is the difference in the 

performance of the system when there is transmission connected solar-based generation 

versus distribution connected solar-based generation [50]. This sensitivity analysis can 

help utilities understand how their system will perform when there is large number of roof-

top solar PV generation coming in from the distribution system instead of a solar farm that 

can be more directly monitored by the utility.  
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The (regc_a) model, by default, corresponds to the transmission connected solar-

based generation. To model the distribution connected solar-based generation, the (regc_a) 

model was swapped with the distribution model (pvd1), as shown in Fig. 4.5 below. Fig. 

4.6 compares the performance of the test system when the distribution connected solar-

based generation replaced the newly added IRG units in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure 4.5: (pvd1) model block diagram 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison on how similar the Solar vs. Distribution is connected solar 

based models’ performances 

 

From Fig. 4.6 it is realized that the system survived 52 contingencies except the 4 

contingencies that violated the standards in the original case (transmission connected solar-

based generation). There was a slight increase in MVA of tie-line flows (in the range of 5-

20 MVA), but they were considered to be reasonable by SRP engineers. Accordingly, the 

IRG penetration threshold was not adjusted and it remained at 28%.  

 

4.3      Stalling of induction motors 

 

 

The last sensitivity to be considered in this methodology is stalling of induction 

motors. This modeling imitates the stalling of single-phase air conditioner motors due to 

low voltages. This sensitivity study involved modifying all the composite load models 

(cmpldw) of the system. The first parameter that was changed in the dynamic file “.dyd” 

was the stall delay time “tstall”; it was changed from 0.6 p.u. to 0.42 p.u. Next, stalling 

threshold voltage was enabled. It was changed from 9999.0 p.u. to 0.033 p.u. as mandated 
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by NERC [51]. There were about 800 models in the test system, all of which were modified 

to correctly model the stalling of induction motors. 

After completing the needed modifications, the case study was run to check its 

performance with regards to the WECC TPL criteria and the tie-line limits. It was noticed 

that the case generated many voltage violations in many contingency cases. Therefore, the 

original case was tested with the stalling of induction motors to check whether it was a 

problem in the system already or a new problem that needed to be addressed. 

Fig. 4.7 and Fig 4.8 below shows that stalling of inductions motors in the original 

case also generated many voltage violations, but they were not as many or as high as the 

28% IRG penetration case. For example, for some of the contingency cases, the violations 

are 30-50 more in number, than the corresponding contingency of the original case. 

Therefore, the IRG penetration was readjusted to ensure that the violations did not get 

worse. Iterating between different combinations of power distributions resulted in an IRG 

penetration threshold of 15% as shown in Fig. 4.9 below. Moreover, for a clearer 

comparison on the effect of procedures and results of this methodology on the IRG 

penetration, Fig. 4.10 shows how the IRG penetration in the case under-study changes 

throughout Phase 1 and Phase 2.  
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Figure 4.7: Shows how the original case performance changes significantly after 

applying the stalling of induction motors 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Shows how the 28% IRG penetration case’s performance changes 

significantly after applying the stalling of induction motors 
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Stalling of induction motors was found to be a limiting factor that lowered the IRG 

penetration threshold dramatically for the system under study. The 15% IRG penetration 

threshold was found to be the IRG penetration that the system could successfully handle; 

all sensitivities were satisfied, and performance was as good as the original case in terms 

of number of voltage and frequency violations and tie-line limits that were exceeded. 

Finally, this methodology served as a guide to IRG planners to help them come up with a 

threshold that is suitable for their system under the constraints that were specified. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Comparison between high IRG case (15%) with stalling of inductions 

motors modeling and the original case with the same modeling  
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Figure 4.10: The changes of IRG penetration in the case under study throughout Phase 1 

and Phase 2 
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 CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 The methodology has proven its effectiveness in analyzing the system with minimal 

use of external simulation programs. Although the system exceeded some of the limits that 

were specified, it was ensured that the new IRG penetration threshold did not do anything 

worse than the original case, whose performance was deemed satisfactory. The study done 

in this thesis also showed that the provided system may not be “perfect” for doing the 

analysis for which it is given; in such a scenario, the system must be “tweaked” suitably. 

Awareness of the power system as well as the simulation software are essential to work out 

a way or a method to overcome the unprecedented issues.  

After conducting the methodology on this case study, it was noticed that it is 

possible to increase the IRG penetration threshold further by doing a more rigorous 

mathematical analysis. One of the ways to achieve a higher IRG penetration is by the DC 

Optimal Power Flow (DCOPF). A technique called Lossy DCOPF can be implemented on 

battery storage locations in the system with renewable energy [52]. Moreover, another 

related work that can be done is where the proposed IRG units locations in the system be 

studied historically and use some machine learning technique to decide which locations 

has more benefits, and whether it will apply less stress on the system [53]. Machine 

learning has been applied extensively in optimizing the selection and methods used in 

renewable generation, and with more focus on renewable generation integration, there will 

always be some improvements in the performance and expansion of green energy. The IRG 

penetration threshold is expected to reach about 25% after applying the DCOPF and 

machine learning techniques into the process. Also, the system needs adjustments in the 
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power flow and dynamic files to avoid the violations and tie line power flow limits excess. 

More accurate models of the renewable generation units would be a better way to simulate 

more realistic case and provide output data close to real a world condition. 

Overall, the research was conducted to prove that with basic raw data and 

reasonable knowledge of power system stability, this simple methodology can be followed 

to achieve reasonably good outcomes. The IRG penetration increased from 11% to 15% 

mainly due to two reasons in this, which are tie line limits and the sensitivity of stalling of 

induction motors. The case study was shown to SRP engineers and they agreed on the 

results that were found. A closer understanding of the effects of stalling of induction motors 

and more realistic ways of modeling it, were identified as two possible future areas of 

research by SRP. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM 1: EPCL CODE TO EXTRACT THE REACTIVE POWER OUT OF A 

CHANNEL FILE 
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######################################################################## 

# 

# Program Name: Reactive Power extractor from model "imetr" 

#  

# Description: Extracts the reactive power collected by the model "imetr" 

#  

#  

# Author: Hashem Albhrani 

# Arizona State University 

#  

# Last Modified: 2/15/2020 % 

#  

######################################################################## 

 

 

dim *filename[30][1000] 

dim *outfile[2][1000] 

dim #ord[4012] 

dim #abc[4012] 

dim #time[4012] 

dim #data[4012][180] 

dim #busnum[4012] 

@count=0 

@flag=0 

*filename[0]="D:\Hashem Dynamic Contingency Files Feb 19 

current\output\Contingency_Case1.chf" 

 

 

for @k=0 to 0 

*outfile[0]=*filename[@k]+"qbr.csv" 

@return = openlog(*outfile[0]) 

@ret=getp(*filename[@k]) 

If( @ret < 0 ) 

logterm("Cannot open the chf file”) 

end 

else 

@num = @ret  /* find the number of points */ 

endif 

logterm("# of records = ",@num,"<") 

for @i = 0 to plotpar[0].nchan-1 

if ((channel[@i].typec = "qbr") and (channel[@i].modelname = "imetr")) 

 

@count=@count+1 

$n = format(channel[@i].bus,8,0) 
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#busnum[@count]=channel[@i].bus 

 

@ch = getchan(channel[@i].pselect,channel[@i].cid,channel[@i].typec,@num) 

for @j= 0 to @num-1 

#time[@j]=#abc[@j]:10:4 

#data[@j][@count-1]=#ord[@j]:10:4 

next 

endif 

next 

 

 

for @i=0 to @count 

logprint(*outfile[0],",",#busnum[@i]) 

next 

logprint(*outfile[0],"<") 

for @i= 0 to @num-1 

logprint(*outfile[0],",",#time[@i]) 

for @kk=0 to @count-1 

logprint(*outfile[0],",",#data[@i][@kk])/**/ 

next 

logprint(*outfile[0],"<") 

next 

@count=0 

 

next 
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APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM 2: EPCL CODE TO EXTRACT THE REAL POWER OUT OF A 

CHANNEL FILE 
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######################################################################## 

# 

# PROGRAM NAME: REAL POWER EXTRACTOR FROM MODEL "IMETR" 

#  

# DESCRIPTION: EXTRACTS THE REAL POWER COLLECTED BY THE MODEL 

"IMETR" 

#  

#  

# AUTHOR: HASHEM ALBHRANI 

# ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 

#  

# LAST MODIFIED: 2/15/2020 % 

#  

######################################################################## 

 

 

DIM *FILENAME[30][1000] 

DIM *OUTFILE[2][1000] 

DIM #ORD[4012] 

DIM #ABC[4012] 

DIM #TIME[4012] 

DIM #DATA[4012][180] 

DIM #BUSNUM[4012] 

@COUNT=0 

@FLAG=0 

*FILENAME[0]="D:\HASHEM DYNAMIC CONTINGENCY FILES FEB 19 

CURRENT\OUTPUT\P7_SRPWGDEERWG.CHF" 

 

 

FOR @K=0 TO 0 

*OUTFILE[0]=*FILENAME[@K]+"PBR.CSV" 

@RETURN = OPENLOG(*OUTFILE[0]) 

@RET=GETP(*FILENAME[@K]) 

IF( @RET < 0 ) 

LOGTERM("CANNOT OPEN THE CHF FILE”) 

END 

ELSE 

@NUM = @RET  /* FIND THE NUMBER OF POINTS */ 

ENDIF 

LOGTERM("# OF RECORDS = ",@NUM,"<") 

FOR @I = 0 TO PLOTPAR[0].NCHAN-1 

IF ((CHANNEL[@I].TYPEC = "PBR") AND (CHANNEL[@I].MODELNAME = 

"IMETR")) 

 

@COUNT=@COUNT+1 
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$N = FORMAT(CHANNEL[@I].BUS,8,0) 

 

#BUSNUM[@COUNT]=CHANNEL[@I].BUS 

 

@CH = 

GETCHAN(CHANNEL[@I].PSELECT,CHANNEL[@I].CID,CHANNEL[@I].TYPEC,

@NUM) 

FOR @J= 0 TO @NUM-1 

#TIME[@J]=#ABC[@J]:10:4 

#DATA[@J][@COUNT-1]=#ORD[@J]:10:4 

NEXT 

ENDIF 

NEXT 

 

 

FOR @I=0 TO @COUNT 

LOGPRINT(*OUTFILE[0],",",#BUSNUM[@I]) 

NEXT 

LOGPRINT(*OUTFILE[0],"<") 

FOR @I= 0 TO @NUM-1 

LOGPRINT(*OUTFILE[0],",",#TIME[@I]) 

FOR @KK=0 TO @COUNT-1 

LOGPRINT(*OUTFILE[0],",",#DATA[@I][@KK])/**/ 

NEXT 

LOGPRINT(*OUTFILE[0],"<") 

NEXT 

@COUNT=0 

 

NEXT 
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APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM 3: TIE LINE POWER FLOW ANALYZER 
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######################################################################## 

# 

# Program Name: Tie Line Power Flow Analyzer 

#  

# Description: Analyze the extracted power flow data for both reactive  

# and real power from the channel files generated after simulating 

# the contingency case with “imetr” model added 

#  

# Author: Hashem Albhrani 

# Arizona State University 

#  

# Last Modified: 3/13/2020 % 

#  

######################################################################## 

 

import pandas as pd  

import numpy as np 

 

df = pd.read_csv('D:\Hashem Dynamic Contingency Files Feb 19 current\limits.csv') 

qbr = pd.read_csv('D:\Hashem Dynamic Contingency Files Feb 19 

current\output\Contingency_Case1.chfqbr.csv') 

qbr = 

qbr[['14002','14003','14012','14021','14101','14101.1','14101.2','14101.3','14108','14201','

14209','14209.1','14211','14221','14222','14223','14226','14231','14231.1','14243','14246','

14250','14258','14260','14265','14301','14303','14350','14356','14356.1','14357','14359','14

360','14534','14597','14598','14599','14606','14616','14617','14619','15021','15034','15090'

,'15090.1','15090.2','15211','15211.1','15212','15212.1','15230','15232','15271','15272','15

284','15288','15292','15613','16101','16102','16102.1','16102.2','16102.3','16104','16350','1

6351','16352','16353','16354','16355','16356','16357','16415','16804','16804.1','16837','168

38','16935','17001','17012','17023','17087','17103','17103.1','17172','17174','17175','17176

','17177','17178','17179','17180','17181','17182','17185','17186','17187','17188','17189','17

430','17608','17620','19017','19600','84810','84819','84836','84836.1','84846','84846.1','84

846.2','84859','84895','85780','85811','85993','85993.1','92520','159030']] 

 

pbr = pd.read_csv('D:\Hashem Dynamic Contingency Files Feb 19 

current\output\Contingency_Case1.chfpbr.csv') 

pbr = 

pbr[['14002','14003','14012','14021','14101','14101.1','14101.2','14101.3','14108','14201','

14209','14209.1','14211','14221','14222','14223','14226','14231','14231.1','14243','14246','

14250','14258','14260','14265','14301','14303','14350','14356','14356.1','14357','14359','14

360','14534','14597','14598','14599','14606','14616','14617','14619','15021','15034','15090'

,'15090.1','15090.2','15211','15211.1','15212','15212.1','15230','15232','15271','15272','15

284','15288','15292','15613','16101','16102','16102.1','16102.2','16102.3','16104','16350','1

6351','16352','16353','16354','16355','16356','16357','16415','16804','16804.1','16837','168

38','16935','17001','17012','17023','17087','17103','17103.1','17172','17174','17175','17176
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','17177','17178','17179','17180','17181','17182','17185','17186','17187','17188','17189','17

430','17608','17620','19017','19600','84810','84819','84836','84836.1','84846','84846.1','84

846.2','84859','84895','85780','85811','85993','85993.1','92520','159030']] 

 

#mva = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['MVA']) 

 

comp=[] 

comp1 = [] 

comp2 = [] 

comp_exced = [] 

comp_exced_limit = [] 

loccc_new = 0 

mva_df = 0 

mva_df_current = [] 

mva_exceds_values = [] 

final_exceeding_value_table = [] 

mva_max_voilation = [] 

mva_df_current_last = [] 

 

comp2 = pd.DataFrame(comp2) 

final_exceeding_value_table = pd.DataFrame(final_exceeding_value_table) 

mva_max_voilation = pd.DataFrame(mva_max_voilation) 

comp_exced = "weren't Exceeded" 

 

for loccc in np.arange(0,118): 

    mva = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['MVA']) 

    #print (loccc) 

    mva['MVA'] = pd.DataFrame(np.sqrt(qbr.iloc[:,loccc]**2+pbr.iloc[:,loccc]**2)) 

    mva = mva.iloc[460:] 

    #print (mva) 

     

    mva_excds_values = [] 

    mva_df_current_last = [] 

    comp1 = [] 

    mva_df = 0 

    mva_df_current = 0 

     

     

    for i in mva['MVA']: #Value of MVA to be compared 

            mva_df = 0 

            if(df['MVA2'][loccc]>i): 

                comp1.append(0) 

                 

            else: 

                mva_df = i - df['MVA2'][loccc] 
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                mva_excds_values.append(mva_df) 

                 

                comp1.append(mva_df) 

                comp_exced = "Were Exceeded! (Violation)" 

                 

                if (loccc > loccc_new): 

                            loccc_new = loccc 

                            comp_exced_limit.append(loccc_new) 

                            final_exceeding_value_table [loccc] = mva_excds_values 

                if (mva_df > mva_df_current): 

                            mva_df_current = mva_df 

                            mva_df_current_last.append(mva_df) 

    #mva_max_voilation [loccc] = mva_df_current_last 

    comp2 [loccc] = comp1 

 

comp2['Total'] = comp2.sum(axis=1) 

max_time_voild = (str(comp2['Total'].idxmax())) 

max_time_voild_value = str(comp2["Total"].max()) 

max_time_voild_value = "{0:.2f}".format(float(max_time_voild_value)) 

 

comp = pd.DataFrame(comp2) 

print("") 

print("Limits " + comp_exced + " the most at time (row) " + "# " + max_time_voild + " 

#" ) 

print("") 

print("Amount of Max Voilation " + "@ " + max_time_voild_value + " @") 

print("") 

print ("Buses violated Limits Below: ") 

print (comp_exced_limit) 

#comp.to_csv('C:/Users/halbhran/Desktop/comparison1.csv') 

 


